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Motivation

ELEGANT, BUT WHERE EXACTLY
DOES EQ. 3 COME FROM?

Mathematical expressions are...
the result of scientific theory

●

the starting point of new theory

●

often of unclear origin

●

sometimes void of meaning

Example: PT vs. Penman equation
The PT equation is based on a derivation by Penman (1948), who
used different variable definitions:

A key step in the derivation is Equation 3:

carriers of explicit and implicit
assumptions

●

●

The Priestley-Taylor (PT) equation (Priestley & Taylor, 1972) for large
scale evaporation is widely used, yet its derivation is not entirely clear.
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●

Example: Unit mystery in PT equation

at the base of quantitative computations
and predictions

→ Need an open computational framework to transparently link
data to algorithms, equations and their underlying theory and
assumptions.

We can easily substitute Penman's variables and the energy
balance into the original PT Eq. 5, solve for LE, and plot the
resulting PT equation against the original Penman equation:
Since the units of the variables were not specified in the paper, we make
informed guesses based on the description in the text and widespread
literature conventions. The resulting variables in a Jupyter Notebook:
Finally consistent units!

Open-source: python, SymPy, ESSM and jupyter

python.org

sympy.org

github.com/
environmentalscience/
essm

jupyter.org

"Python is a programming language that lets you work
more quickly and integrate your systems more
effectively."
✔
Transparent, free and open source
✔
Well documented and easy to learn
✔
Interactive, inclusive
✔
Community-developed, extendable
"SymPy is a Python library for symbolic mathematics."
✔
Transparent, free and open source
✔
Solve systems of equations and inequalities symbolically
✔
Step-by-step manipulations of expressions
✔
Plethora of mathematical solvers and operations
(differentials, integrals, summations, factorials, ...)
"Environmental Science using Symbolic Math (ESSM)
contains helpers to deal with physical variables and
units."
✔
Transparent, free and open source
✔
Record dimensions, units and standard values with
variable definitions
✔
Record dependencies between expressions
✔
Automatically check for dimensional consistency

Entering Eq. 3 as a physical equation in essm returns error:

Create dictionary with
forcing and computed
data and progressively
substitute into previously
defined equations

Indeed, the left-hand-side of Eq. 3 is dimensionless, while the right-hand
side is not:

renkulab.io/projects/st
anislaus.schymanski/
essm_egu_2020

No amount of guessing led to dimensional consistency of Eq. 3 and the
problem carries through the whole paper, as γ and s must, but do not
have the same units, e.g. Eq. 5:

Easily tracable and
verifiable results!

No more guess-work!
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"The Jupyter Notebook is an open-source web
application that allows you to create and share
documents that contain live code, equations,
visualizations and narrative text."
✔
Transparent, free and open source
✔
Interactive
✔
Easy to share and collaborate
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